EXECUTING ON PLAN,
FOCUSED ON UNLEASHING VALUE

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This presentation includes forward-looking statements, which may involve, but are not limited to: statements with respect to our objectives, guidance, targets, goals, priorities, market and strategies, financial position, beliefs, prospects, plans,
expectations, anticipations, estimates and intentions; general economic and business outlook, prospects and trends of an industry; expected growth in demand for products and services; product development, including projected design,
characteristics, capacity or performance; expected or scheduled entry-into-service of products and services, orders, deliveries, testing, lead times, certifications and project execution in general; competitive position; the expected impact of the
legislative and regulatory environment and legal proceedings on our business and operations; available liquidities and ongoing review of strategic and financial alternatives; the completion, anticipated timing of the transaction with Airbus SE (Airbus)
and the receipt of regulatory and other approvals required with respect to this transaction and the anticipated timing thereof; the governance, funding and liquidity of C Series Aircraft Limited Partnership (CSALP); the impact and expected benefits
of the transaction with Airbus on our operations, infrastructure, capabilities, development, growth and other opportunities, geographic reach, scale, footprint, financial condition, access to capital and overall strategy; and the impact of such
transaction and investments on our balance sheet and liquidity position.
Forward-looking statements can generally be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “will”, “shall”, “can, “expect”, “estimate”, “intend”, “anticipate”, “plan”, “foresee”, “believe”, “continue”, “maintain” or “align”, the
negative of these terms, variations of them or similar terminology. Forward-looking statements are presented for the purpose of assisting investors and others in understanding certain key elements of our current objectives, strategic priorities,
expectations and plans, and in obtaining a better understanding of our business and anticipated operating environment. Readers are cautioned that such information may not be appropriate for other purposes. By their nature, forward-looking
statements require management to make assumptions and are subject to important known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause our actual results in future periods to differ materially from forecast results set forth in forwardlooking statements. While management considers these assumptions to be reasonable and appropriate based on information currently available, there is risk that they may not be accurate.
Certain factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, risks associated with general economic conditions, risks associated with our business
environment (such as risks associated with “Brexit”, the financial condition of the airline industry, business aircraft customers, and of the rail industry; trade policy; increased competition; political instability and force majeure events or natural
disasters), operational risks (such as risks related to developing new products and services; development of new business; the certification and homologation of products and services; fixed-price and fixed-term commitments and production and
project execution; pressures on cash flows and capital expenditures based on project-cycle fluctuations and seasonality; our ability to successfully implement and execute our strategy and transformation plan; doing business with partners; product
performance warranty and casualty claim losses; regulatory and legal proceedings; environmental, health and safety risks; dependence on certain customers and suppliers; human resources; reliance on information systems; reliance on and
protection of intellectual property rights; and adequacy of insurance coverage), financing risks (such as risks related to liquidity and access to capital markets; retirement benefit plan risk; exposure to credit risk; substantial existing debt and interest
payment requirements; certain restrictive debt covenants and minimum cash levels; financing support provided for the benefit of certain customers; and reliance on government support), market risks (such as risks related to foreign currency
fluctuations; changing interest rates; decreases in residual values; increases in commodity prices; and inflation rate fluctuations). For more details, see the Risks and uncertainties section in Other in the Management’s Discussion and Analysis
(MD&A) of our financial report for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2016 (2016 Financial Report).
For additional information with respect to the assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements made in this presentation, refer to our disclosure regarding assumptions further in this presentation and, for more details, see the Strategic
Priorities and Guidance and forward-looking statements sections in the MD&A of our 2016 Financial Report, and the Guidance and forward-looking statements section in the MD&A of our financial report for the third quarter ended September 30,
2017 (Third Quarter Financial Report), as well as the risks factors described in our 2016 Financial Report and Third Quarter Financial Report.
Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of factors that may affect future growth, results and performance is not exhaustive and undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements. In addition, there can be no assurance that
the proposed transaction with Airbus will occur or that the anticipated strategic benefits and operational, competitive and cost synergies will be realized in their entirety, in part or at all. The forward-looking statements set forth herein reflect
management’s expectations as at the date of this presentation and are subject to change after such date. Unless otherwise required by applicable securities laws, we expressly disclaim any intention, and assume no obligation to update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement.
All amounts in this presentation are expressed in U.S. dollars unless otherwise indicated. This presentation contains both IFRS and non-GAAP measures. Non-GAAP measures are defined and reconciled to the most comparable IFRS measures in our
MD&A. See Caution regarding non-GAAP measures further in this presentation.
Bombardier Inc. and its subsidiaries’ names, abbreviations thereof, logos, and product and service designators are all either the registered or unregistered trademarks or trade names of Bombardier Inc. and its subsidiaries. Names, abbreviations of
names, logos, and product and service designators of other companies are either the registered or unregistered trademarks or trade names of their respective owners. Use of names, abbreviations of names, logos, and product and service
designators of other companies does not imply any endorsement by any other such company.
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AIRCRAFT PROGRAM DISCLAIMER
The Global 7000 and Global 8000 aircraft programs are currently in development, and as such are subject to changes in family strategy, branding, capacity, performance, design and/or systems. All specifications and data are approximate, may
change without notice and are subject to certain operating rules, assumptions and other conditions. This document does not constitute an offer, commitment, representation, guarantee or warranty of any kind.

CAUTION REGARDING NON-GAAP MEASURES
Management believes that providing certain non-GAAP performance measures in addition to IFRS measures provides users of our financial reports with enhanced understanding of our results and related trends and increases the transparency
and clarity of the core results of our business. EBIT before special items, EBITDA before special items, free cash flow and free cash flow usage exclude items that do not reflect our core performance or where their exclusion will assist users in
understanding our results for the period. Management believes these measures help users of our financial reports to better analyze results, enabling better comparability of our results from one period to another and with peers.
Non-GAAP measures are mainly derived from the consolidated financial statements but do not have standardized meanings prescribed by IFRS. The exclusion of certain items from non-GAAP performance measures does not imply that these
items are necessarily non-recurring. From time to time, we may exclude additional items if we believe doing so would result in a more transparent and comparable disclosure. Other entities in our industry may define the above measures
differently than we do. In those cases, it may be difficult to compare the performance of those entities to ours based on these similarly-named non-GAAP measures.
Refer to the Non-GAAP financial measures sections in Overview in the MD&A of our Third Quarter Financial Report and of our 2016 Financial Report for definitions of these metrics and reconciliations to the most comparable IFRS measures.
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ASSUMPTIONS
The following are the material assumptions underlying the forward-looking information included in this presentation:

Aerospace segments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the alignment of production rates to market demand;
increased level of aircraft deliveries and improving pricing environment starting post 2018;
the ability to ramp up production and deliveries of new programs, focusing on the C Series, and meet scheduled entry-into-service date for the Global 7000 and Global 8000 aircraft program;
our ability to strengthen our market position and product value proposition for the CRJ and Q400 aircraft programs;
normal execution and delivery of current firm orders and projects in the backlog;
continued ability to capture and win campaigns and projects based on market forecasts1, leading to estimated future order intake;
the ability to understand customer needs and portfolio of products and services to drive increasing market demand and secure key strategic orders;
continued deployment and execution of growth strategies, including the aftermarket business;
continued deployment and execution of leading initiatives according to plan to improve revenue conversion into higher earnings and free cash flows, through improved procurement cost, controlled spending and labor efficiency;
delivering on the transformation plan targets, through restructurings and other initiatives addressing the direct and indirect cost structure, focusing on sustained cost reductions and operational improvements, while reducing working capital consumption;
the ability to leverage the global manufacturing footprint and transfer best practices and technology across production sites, and by leveraging lower cost geographies and emerging economies;
the ability of the supply base to support product development and planned production rates;
the ability to identify and enter into further risk sharing partnerships and initiatives;
the effectiveness of disciplined capital deployment measures in new programs and products to drive revenue growth;
the reduction of investments and development spend to normalized levels by 2019-2020;
the ability to recruit and retain highly skilled resources to deploy the product development strategy;
competitive global environment and global economic conditions to remain similar;
the stability of foreign exchange rates at current levels;
the ability to have sufficient liquidity to execute the strategic plan, to meet financial covenants and to pay down long term debt or refinance bank facilities and maturities starting in 2020;
the satisfaction of all conditions of closing and the successful completion of the transaction with Airbus within the anticipated timeframe, including receipt of regulatory (including antitrust) and other approvals;
the fulfillment and performance by each party of its obligations pursuant to the transaction agreement with Airbus and future commercial agreements and absence of significant inefficiencies and other issues in connection therewith;
the realization of the anticipated benefits and synergies of the transaction with Airbus in the timeframe anticipated;
our ability to continue with our current funding plan of CSALP and to fund, if required, any cash shortfalls and adequacy of cash planning and management and project funding; and the accuracy of our assessment of anticipated growth drivers and sector trends.

Transportation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

our ability to execute and deliver business model enhancement initiatives;
revenue conversion and phase out of our legacy contracts;
a sustained level of public sector spending;
normal execution and delivery of current firm orders and projects in the backlog;
the realization of upcoming tenders and our ability to capture them based on market forecasts2, leading to estimated future order intake;
successful deployment and execution of growth strategies, including the value chain approach and the creation of ecosystems, site specialization and the creation of engineering centers of excellence, and the evolution of the revenue mix towards more signaling and systems and operations and
maintenance contracts;
the ability to understand customer needs and portfolio of products and services to drive increasing market demand and secure key strategic orders;
continued deployment and execution of leading initiatives according to plan to improve revenue conversion into higher earnings and free cash flows, through improved procurement cost, controlled spending and labor efficiency;
delivering on the transformation plan targets, through restructurings and other initiatives addressing the direct and indirect cost structure, focusing on sustained cost reductions and operational improvements, while reducing working capital consumption;
the ability to leverage the global manufacturing footprint and transfer best practices and technology across production sites, and by leveraging lower cost geographies and emerging economies;
the ability of the supply base to support product development and planned production rates;
the ability to identify and enter into further risk sharing partnerships and initiatives;
the effectiveness of disciplined capital deployment measures in new programs and products to drive revenue growth;
the ability to recruit and retain highly skilled resources to deploy the product development strategy;
competitive global environment and global economic conditions to remain similar;
the stability of foreign exchange rates at current levels;
the ability to have sufficient liquidity to execute the strategic plan, to meet financial covenants and to pay down long term debt or refinance bank facilities and maturities starting in 2020;

For a discussion of the material risk factors associated with the forward-looking information included in this presentation, please refer to our disclosure regarding forward-looking statements at the beginning of this presentation and, for more details, see the Risks and uncertainties sections in Other in the
MD&A of our 2016 Financial Report and of our Third Quarter Financial Report.
1.
2.

Demand forecast for aerospace segments is based on the analysis of main market indicators, including real GDP growth, industry confidence, wealth creation, corporate profitability within the aerospace customer base, aircraft utilization, pre-owned business jet inventory levels, aircraft shipments
and billings, passenger traffic levels, fuel prices, airline profitability, pilot scope clauses, environmental regulations, globalization of trade, installed base and average age of the fleet, replacement demand, new aircraft programs and non-traditional markets and their accessibility. For more details,
refer to the market indicators in the Industry and Economic Environment sections in the respective aerospace reportable segments in our 2016 Financial Report.
Demand forecast in the Transportation segment is based on sustained level of public sector spending and the continuation of favourable megatrends, including urbanization and environmental awareness trends, the densification of cities and demand for mobility and digitalization solutions. For
more details, refer to the market indicators in the Industry and Economic Environment section of the Transportation segment in our 2016 Financial Report.

Following the closing of its C Series partnership with Airbus, Bombardier will deconsolidate the C Series program. This change is reflected in Bombardier’s 2020 objectives, but not in its 2018 guidance, which assumes the continued consolidation by the Company of the C Series program
for the complete 2018 fiscal year. Should the closing of the C Series partnership with Airbus occur before the end of 2018, the resulting deconsolidation by the Company of the C Series program will have an impact on the Company’s reported results.
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EXECUTING ON PLAN,
FOCUSED ON UNLEASHING VALUE
ALAIN BELLEMARE

PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

2017 REVENUE GUIDANCE

A GLOBAL LEADER WITH SCALE AND DIVERSIFIED REVENUES

TRANSPORTATION

~ $8.5B~

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

~ $5.0B~

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

~ $2.5B~

AEROSTRUCTURES

~ $1.7B~

DRIVING TO >$20B REVENUES BY 20201
2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.

1
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FIVE YEAR TURNAROUND PLAN
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

DE-RISK

LIQUIDITY AND PROGRAMS

BUILD THROUGH TRANSFORMATION
EARNINGS AND CASH FLOW

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

2015

DE-LEVERAGE
BALANCE SHEET

MIDWAY THROUGH THE PLAN | CLEAR PATH TO 2020
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PROACTIVE AND DISCIPLINED EXECUTION

INCREASED
LIQUIDITY

2015

TRANSFORMATION
IN FULL MOTION

$

GLOBAL 7000
PROGRESS TOWARDS
CERTIFICATION

C SERIES PARTNERSHIP
WITH AIRBUS1

$

PRO-ACTIVELY ALIGNED
PRODUCTION RATES

C SERIES CERTIFIED,
IN SERVICE,
BACKLOG STRENGTHENED

BONDS RE-FINANCED/
MANAGING LIQUIDITY

BT ENTERING INTENSE
DELIVERY PHASE

CONTINUOUSLY STRENGTHENING BOMBARDIER
1

Closing of Airbus partnership subject to regulatory review
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TRACKING TO 2020 OBJECTIVES
EBITDA / EBIT

REVENUES

FREE CASH FLOWS

BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

>$2.25B
>$20B

~$4B

REVENUE GROWTH

~$16.3B

$750M-$1.0B

~$1.0B

>$1.6B
~($1.0B)

$630M+
2017

2020

GUIDANCE

OBJECTIVE1

2017

GUIDANCE

2020

OBJECTIVE1

2017

GUIDANCE

2020

OBJECTIVE

TARGETING OVER THE NEXT 3 YEARS

~$4B

REVENUE GROWTH

MORE THAN DOUBLE
EARNINGS

SUSTAINABLE
CASH GENERATION

1 Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15 , 2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the
beginning of this presentation.
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A CLEAR PATH FORWARD TO 2020









DELIVER ON RAIL BACKLOG
BRING GLOBAL 7000 INTO MARKET
EXPAND BBA’S AFTERMARKET BUSINESS
CLOSE THE AIRBUS PARTNERSHIP
EXECUTE ON THE C SERIES RAMP-UP
SUPPORT NEW PROGRAMS RAMP-UP BY AEROSTRUCTURES
CONTINUE TO DRIVE TRANSFORMATION ACROSS THE PORTFOLIO

Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.
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EXECUTING THE TURNAROUND PLAN
2018

OBJECTIVES1, 2

REVENUES

$17.0-$17.5B

>$20B

EBITDA3

$1.15-$1.25B

>$2.25B

EBIT3

$800-$900M

>$1.6B

FCF

BREAKEVEN

$750M - $1.0B

MARGIN

MARGIN

ACCELERATING REVENUE
GROWTH

2020

GUIDANCE1, 2

TRANSFORMATION HITTING
ITS STRIDE

~7%

~5%

±$150M

>11%

>8%

UNLEASHING THE VALUE
OF THE PORTFOLIO

1 Starting in

FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15
Guidance for 2018 assumes the continued consolidation by the Company of the C Series program for the complete 2018 fiscal year; 2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
3 Before Special Items
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.
2
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STEADY PROGRESS TOWARDS 2020
FINANCIAL GOALS
JOHN DI BERT

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

TRANSFORMATION DRIVING BETTER FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
~8.0%

~8.0%
5.6%

~$680M

4.4%

$560M

$844M

2015

$724M

$554M
$427M

$308M

2016

2017

GUIDANCE

TRANSPORTATION

EBIT

$630M+

$369M

$465M

BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

EBIT / EBIT excl. BCA

>$1.0B

0

2016

7

2017

GUIDANCE

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

~8.0%
5.8%
$104M

$124M

~$135M

GUIDANCE

2015

CONSOLIDATED

2016

C SERIES DELIVERIES

$(417M) ~$(400M)

2017

2015

~20

$(170M)

2015

~$400M

2016

2017

GUIDANCE

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

2015

2016

2017

GUIDANCE

AEROSTRUCTURES

BUILDING A COMPANY TO PERFORM IN ANY MARKET
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Excludes Commercial Aircraft. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding nonGAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation. EBIT refers to EBIT before special items.
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DELIVERING TURNAROUND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE IN 2018

2018 GUIDANCE

+
~$1B

+
~30%
EBIT
GROWTH

+
~$1B

vs 2017

VS 20172

vs 2017

REVENUE

EBITDA / EBIT

$17.0 $17.5B

BEFORE SPECIAL

ITEMS1

EBITDA

$1.15 – $1.25B
EBIT

$800 – $900M

FCF

BREAKEVEN
±$150M

STEADY PROGRESS TOWARDS 2020 FINANCIAL GOALS
Special items expected to include $50 to $100 million of restructuring charges related to previously announced initiatives.
Based on 2017 EBIT Before Special Items guidance of $630M+.
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.

1
2
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BUILDING STRENGTH ACROSS THE PORTFOLIO

2018 GUIDANCE1, 2, 3

TRANSPORTATION

+6%

REVENUES

EBIT MARGIN
BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

~ $9.0B

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

AEROSTRUCTURES

Up to +5%

+8%

+ >15%

≥ $5.0B

~ $2.7B

~ $2.0B
> 8.5%

at 1.15 USD/€

~ 135 Deliveries

~40 C Series / ~35 CRJ/Q400

> 8.5%

≥ 8.0%

(~ $350M)

Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance is under IFRS15.
Revenue growth for 2018 guidance vs. 2017 guidance.
3 Guidance for 2018 assumes the continued consolidation by the Company of the C Series program for the complete 2018 fiscal year.
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation. EBIT
refers to EBIT before special items.
1
2
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GROWTH ACROSS ALL BUSINESS SEGMENTS
~$1B

<$1B

REVENUE
GROWTH

~+$3B

$17.017.5B

+$500M

REVENUES

>$20B

~+$1B

Net of eliminations

TRANSPORTATION

+$500M

BACKLOG1: $33B

~ $16.3B
BT

2017

GUIDANCE

1 Backlog as

BBA

BCA

BAES

GLOBAL 7000
PRODUCTION SOLD
THROUGH 2021

AFTERMARKET
IN SERVICE:
~ 7,000 A/C FLEET
> 100,000 TRAIN CARS

REDUCTION FROM C SERIES REVENUE DE-CONSOLIDATION2

2018

GUIDANCE3

2020

OBJECTIVE3

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS AND SOLID BACKLOG DRIVING REVENUE GROWTH

at September 30, 2017.
2 De-consolidation following the closing of the partnership with Airbus, subject to regulatory review.
3 Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15. Guidance for 2018 assumes the continued consolidation by the Company of the C Series program for the complete 2018 fiscal year; 2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.
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EARNINGS ACCELERATION WITH MULTI-YEAR RUNWAY
EBITDA
GROWTH

UP TO

~+$300M

25%

~+$350M

VS. 2017

$1.15B $1.25B

BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

EBIT / EBITDA

+$150-250M

~+$350M
EBIT
>$1.6B
C SERIES LEARNING
CURVE

>$1.0B
REVENUE
CONVERSION

MARGIN
EXPANSION

>$2.25B

C SERIES
$800M$900M

EXECUTING TO
BREAKEVEN /
DE-CONSOLIDATION

REVENUE GROWTH
REVENUE INCREASE
AT CURRENT MARGINS
(EX. C SERIES)

MARGIN EXPANSION
IMPROVING MIX &
TRANSFORMATION
BENEFITS

$700M+
IFRS 15

$630M+

2017

GUIDANCE

2018

GUIDANCE1

2020

OBJECTIVE1

SUPERIOR EARNINGS GROWTH
FROM TOP-LINE CONVERSION, MARGIN EXPANSION AND LEARNING CURVE

Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15. Guidance for 2018 assumes the continued consolidation by the Company of the C Series program for the complete 2018 fiscal year; 2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the
beginning of this presentation.
1
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2017 PRO FORMA FCF

CORE BUSINESS ALREADY PRODUCING CASH FLOWS
2017 GROWTH INVESTMENTS
~$1.6B
RESTRUCTURING
~$200M

~$600M

C SERIES RAMP-UP
~$400M

2017

PRO FORMA FCF

2017

FCF GUIDANCE

GLOBAL 7000

DEVELOPMENT &
RAMP-UP ~$1B

(~$1B)

POSITIONED TO REACH 2020 FCF GOAL
18
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.

EXECUTION DRIVES FCF BREAKEVEN IN 2018
UP TO

FREE CASH FLOWS

~+$200M
~+$400M

BREAKEVEN
±$150M
2017

GUIDANCE

EARNINGS GLOBAL
CONVERSION 7000

C SERIES

+$100M

WORKING
CAPITAL RESTR’ING

2018

INVESTMENTS
CAPEX REDUCTION
POST AEROSPACE
CYCLE

C SERIES
LEARNING CURVE
TOWARDS BREAKEVEN

+$300M

~+$150M

EARNINGS
CONVERSION

RESTRUCTURING

NON C SERIES
GROWTH/ WORKING
CAPITAL

COMPLETING
INITIATIVES

$750M$1.0B

2020

OBJECTIVE1

GUIDANCE1

+$350M
+$200M

+$200M

(~$1B)

+$150M

STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION DELIVERS UP TO $1B SUSTAINABLE FCF
Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15. Guidance for 2018 assumes the continued consolidation by the Company of the C Series program for the complete 2018 fiscal year; 2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.
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WORKING CAPITAL DRIVING 2018 FCF USAGE IN H1 | GENERATION IN H2
H2 - FCF GENERATION

WORKING CAPITAL
CONVERSION TO CASH

___
_
+
+

H1-2018
ESTIMATE

GLOBAL 7000

TRANSPORTATION

C SERIES
BAES

WORKING CAPITAL
INVESTMENTS TO GROW

TIMING OF 2018 FCF

GLOBAL 7000
TRANSPORTATION

C SERIES
BAES
H2-2018
ESTIMATE

++
++
+
+

2018 FCF
BREAKEVEN
±$150M

H1 - FCF USAGE

SHORT-TERM INVESTMENTS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT GROWTH THROUGH 2020
20
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.

C SERIES PROGRAM INVESTMENTS TRACKING TO PLAN

CUMULATIVE CASH
INVESTMENTS

C SERIES FCF USAGE OBJECTIVE - $2B FROM 2016 TO 20201

CASH
USAGE

~$2.0B
~$1.6-$1.7B
~$1.4-$1.5B
$1.0B

2016

$1.0B

2017

ESTIMATE

~$400-$500M

2018

2020

ESTIMATE

OBJECTIVE

~$200M

BREAKEVEN

~$500-$600M INVESTMENTS IN C SERIES REMAINING BEFORE 2020 BREAKEVEN
C Series FCF objective through 2020 includes cash shortfalls assumed by Bombardier (up to $700M, if required) as per the Airbus partnership agreement. Closing of the partnership subject to regulatory review.
Note: Chart data may not be to scale. Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.
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2020 OBJECTIVES1

FOCUSED ON THE 2020 PLAN

REVENUE

EBITDA / EBIT
BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

EBITDA

>$20B

>$2.25B
EBIT

>$1.6B

SUSTAINABLE FCF

$750M TO
$1B

C SERIES DE-CONSOLIDATED

TREMENDOUS VALUE CREATION POTENTIAL
Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15. Growth CAGR to 2020 objectives vs 2017 guidance. 2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.
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LINE OF SIGHT TO 2020 OBJECTIVES

TRANSPORTATION

2020 OBJECTIVES1

REVENUES

>$10B

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

>$8.5B

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

~$5.0B
WITH C SERIES

~$1.5B

AEROSTRUCTURES

>$2.25B

C SERIES DE-CONSOLIDATED2

EBIT MARGIN
BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

>9%

8-10%

PROFITABLE

9-11%

Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15
Closing of Airbus partnership subject to regulatory review
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation. EBIT
refers to EBIT before special items.
1
2
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POSITIONED FOR THE INFLECTION POINT IN THE TURNAROUND PLAN

DEMONSTRATED ABILITY
TO
GROW MARGINS

POISED FOR GROWTH
AND SIGNIFICANT
OPERATING LEVERAGE

CRYSTALIZING VALUE
CREATION

24

TRANSPORTATION

ACCELERATING PROFITABLE
GROWTH
LAURENT TROGER
PRESIDENT

A GLOBAL PLAYER WITH A GLOBAL IMPACT

MOVING

500 MILLION

PASSENGERS/
DAY

>100,000

TRAIN CARS
ON

~70,000

KM OF TRACK

37,150

EMPLOYEES
IN 36 SITES
WORLDWIDE

>500

CUSTOMERS
IN

>70

COUNTRIES

PARTNER TO

>200
CITIES

HIGHER VALUE INFRASTRUCTURE RAIL SOLUTIONS
26
Source: Internal BT Estimates

STRONG FOCUS ON EXECUTING TRANSFORMATION

NEW ORDERS
DRIVING
BOOK-TO-BILL>1

ACCELERATING
REVENUE GROWTH

KEY PROJECTS
POSITIONED
FOR DELIVERY

OPTIMIZING
FOOTPRINT

INCREASED
OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

PROFITABLE GROWTH IN A DYNAMIC MARKET ENVIRONMENT
27

SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF BT COMPETITIVENESS ACROSS THE VALUE CHAIN
INFRASTRUCTURE
SIGNALLING

SELECTION OF 2017 CONTRACT WINS

HIGH
RE-USE
FACTOR

AVENTRA
SOUTH WESTERN,
UK

HIGH
RE-USE
FACTOR

INNOVIA &
CITYFLO
BANGKOK

HIGH
RE-USE
FACTOR

INTERFLO
BHP BILLITON,
AUSTRALIA

COMPONENTS

ROLLING STOCK

SYSTEM
INTEGRATION

SERVICES

 

 
MITRAC
PROPULSION
FLEXX
BOGIES

CITYFLO 650
DRIVERLESS
OPERATION ON
65 KM

INTERFLO 150
AUTONOMOUS
OPERATION ON
>400 KM

Note: The re-use factor reflects the level of standardization in product design, tools and processes that is used in a particular project.

MITRAC
PROPULSION
FLEXX
BOGIES

WAYSIDE &
ONBOARD
EQUIPMENT FOR
196 LOCOS

7-YEAR
TECHNICAL
SERVICES AND
SPARES SUPPLY

750 AVENTRA
CARS

288 INNOVIA
MONORAIL CARS

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING &
INTEGRATION

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING &
INTEGRATION
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DELIVERING TOWARDS 2020 TARGETS
2017
GUIDANCE

2018

2020

GUIDANCE1

OBJECTIVES1

REVENUES

~$8.5B

~$9.0B

>$10.0B

EBIT MARGIN

~8.0%

>8.5%

>9.0%

BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

$33.0B
BACKLOG2

~10%

GROWTH

SINCE DEC 2016

1 Starting in

FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15
at September 30, 2017 vs. December 2016
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.
For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.
2 Backlog as
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TRANSFORMATION STRENGTHENS LONG-TERM COMPETITIVENESS
REVENUE CONVERSION & MIX

PRODUCTS & SERVICES PLATFORMS

OPERATIONAL & STRUCTURAL COST
REDUCTION

INCREASING SHARE OF SYSTEMS,
SIGNALLING AND SERVICES

ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING
CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE

~2/3 OF RESTRUCTURING
COMPLETED

RE-USE FACTOR

AGREEMENTS
REACHED IN

BACKLOG MIX1

~40%
SYSTEMS,

~60%

ROLLING STOCK

1

Backlog composition as of September 30, 2017

SIGNALLING
AND SERVICES

OBJECTIVE

>70%
BY 2020

SWITZERLAND
GERMANY &
BELGIUM
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BRINGING VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

INCREASED CAPACITY
RELIEVING CONGESTION

HIGH SPEED EXPERTISE
WORLDWIDE ON TIME & QUALITY

FLEET MAINTENANCE
WORLD CLASS RELIABILITY

QUALITY IS OUR DNA

OPEN CUSTOMER DIALOGUE

MAXIMIZING ASSET UTILIZATION

DELIVERING ON OUR PROMISE THROUGH QUALITY AND ON-TIME DELIVERY
31

EXECUTING FOR HIGHER GROWTH, HIGHER MARGIN

OPTIMIZE BT’S POSITION ALONG
THE VALUE CHAIN

PERFORM ON QUALITY,
TIME & COST

CONTINUE DRIVING
TRANSFORMATION
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BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

PERFORMING THROUGH
STRONG EXECUTION
DAVID COLEAL
PRESIDENT

BUILDING A STRONGER BUSINESS

DISCIPLINED PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT

POSITIONED TO GROW
FROM AFTERMARKET

CONTINUED COST
REDUCTION FOCUS

GLOBAL 7000 ON PLAN

PERFORMING IN ANY MARKET
34

STRONG PORTFOLIO WELL POSITIONED IN A STABLE MARKET
INDUSTRY-LEADING PORTFOLIO

IMPROVING MARKET INDICATORS

GROWING WORLD GDP

GLOBAL 7000/8000
LARGEST PURPOSE BUILT BUSINESS AIRCRAFT

GLOBAL 5000/6000
$

INCREASING OIL PRICE

MOST DELIVERED LARGE CATEGORY AIRCRAFT

CHALLENGER 650

OUTDELIVERING DIRECT COMPETITION 2:1
REDUCED PRE-OWNED
INVENTORY

CHALLENGER 350

MOST DELIVERED MEDIUM BUSINESS JET FOR 10 YEARS
STRONG AIRCRAFT
UTILIZATION

LEARJET 70/75
3,000 DELIVERIES AND COUNTING

Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. Delivery data based on GAMA & Bombardier estimates, as of Q3 2017.
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ON TRACK TO MEET 2020 PLAN
2017

2018

2020

GUIDANCE

GUIDANCE1

OBJECTIVES1

~ $5.0B

≥ $5.0B

> $8.5B

EBIT MARGIN

~ 8%

≥ 8%

8%-10%

DELIVERIES

~ 135

~ 135

REVENUES

BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

1 Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to
our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.
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SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS ON AFTERMARKET STRATEGY

FLEET

SERVICE CENTER NETWORK

NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

REVENUE GROWTH

>4,700

150

>30

DOUBLE
DIGITS

AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT
IN OUR FACILITIES EVERY DAY

INTRODUCED IN 2017

YOY VS. Q3 2016

INCL. KA BAND, SMART SERVICES 2.0, 4G GOGO

LONDON SERVICE CENTER

TIANJIN SERVICE CENTER

OPENED IN MAY 2017
EXPANSION IN DEC. 2017

OPENED IN APR. 2017

CUSTOMER RESPONSE TEAMS

EUROPE EXPANSION IN MAR. 2017
STRATEGICALLY RELOCATING TEAMS

INTERIOR CAPABILITIES

INAUGURATED NEWLY EXPANDED
TUCSON FACILITY IN OCT. 2017
37

GLOBAL 7000: LARGEST PURPOSE-BUILT BUSINESS JET

FASTER

(MACH .925)

FARTHER
(7,400 NM)

LARGER

(+10 FT. LONGER)

Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and the aircraft program disclaimer at the beginning of this presentation. Performance vs. most comparable A/C.

VERSATILE

(LONDON CITY)
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GLOBAL 7000: PROGRESSING TO EIS IN H2 2018

1ST FLIGHT
DATE

FTV1
THE PERFORMER

NOV 4, 2016

FTV2
THE POWERHOUSE

MAR 4, 2017

FTV3
THE NAVIGATOR

MAY 10, 2017

FTV4
THE ARCHITECT

FTV5
THE MASTERPIECE

SEPT 28, 2017

IMMINENT

SEVERAL PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT ALREADY IN FINAL ASSEMBLY
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PERFORMING THROUGH STRONG EXECUTION

ENSURE FLAWLESS
GLOBAL 7000 EIS

GROW AFTERMARKET
REVENUES

CONTINUE DRIVING
PRODUCTIVITY & EFFICIENCY
40

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

CONTINUING TO BUILD
MOMENTUM
FRED CROMER
PRESIDENT

PARTNERSHIP WITH AIRBUS INCREASES MARKET OPPORTUNITY
“OUR FORECAST HAS RISEN
CONSIDERABLY AS A RESULT OF
THIS NEW OWNERSHIP. IT MAY GO
HIGHER STILL” - TEAL GROUP

AIRBUS' SALES & MARKETING, SUPPLY CHAIN AND CUSTOMER SERVICE CAPABILITIES
MORE THAN DOUBLE THE VALUE OF THE C SERIES PROGRAM
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OVER 6,000 AIRCRAFT DEMAND IN THE SMALL SINGLE-AISLE MARKET

100-150 SEAT MARKET

20-YEAR FLEET FORECAST2

~400 ORDERS1

CURRENT
FLEET

FLEET
GROWTH

AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT

3,600 3,700

17 YEARS DOUBLES
AVERAGE AGE

FLEET SIZE

VALIDATION BY MAJOR AIRLINES UNLOCKS MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Firm orders as of September 30, 2017, plus LOIs with EgyptAir and undisclosed customer announced in Q4 2017, for a total of 43 aircraft
Figures based on Bombardier Commercial Aircraft 2017-2036 market forecast for the 100- to 150- Seat Segment
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.
1
2
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CAPITALIZING ON MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

Q400 – BEST PERFORMING TURBOPROP
FIRST TURBOPROP
ENTERING
90-SEAT
MARKET SEGMENT

WINNING DEALS IN
EMERGING MARKETS

Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.

CRJ SERIES – CONTINUOUS VALUE CREATION

ADDING VALUE WITH
NEW ATMOSPHERE CABIN
INTERIOR

WELL-POSITIONED FOR
NEXT REGIONAL JET
REPLACEMENT CYCLE
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ON TRACK TO MEET 2020 PLAN
2017
GUIDANCE

REVENUES

~$2.5B

EBIT

~($400M)

BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

DELIVERIES

70-75

2020

2018

OBJECTIVES1

GUIDANCE1

~$2.7B

WITH
C SERIES

C SERIES DECONSOLIDATED

~$5.0B

~$1.5B

~ ($350M)

POSITIVE

~40 C SERIES
~35 CRJ/ Q400

90-120 C SERIES
STABLE CRJ/ Q400

1 Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15. Guidance for 2018 assumes the continued consolidation by the Company of the C Series program for the complete 2018 fiscal year.
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.
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KEY STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FOR 2018

FINALIZE AIRBUS PARTNERSHIP
& INTEGRATION

C SERIES PRODUCTION RAMP-UP

AND UNIT COST IMPROVEMENTS

Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.

CAPITALIZE ON MARKET
OPPORTUNITIES
(Q SERIES, CRJ SERIES)
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AEROSTRUCTURES & ENGINEERING SERVICES

LEVERAGING MANUFACTURING
CAPABILITIES & KNOW-HOW
MICHAEL RYAN
PRESIDENT

SUPPORTING BOMBARDIER’S GROWTH PROGRAMS

CONTINUING PRODUCTIVITY &
EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES

DRIVING C SERIES AND
GLOBAL 7000 RAMP-UP

DIVERSIFYING
REVENUE STREAMS

CONTRIBUTING TO C SERIES AND GLOBAL 7000 PROGRAM SUCCESSES
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DRIVING A PERFORMANCE CULTURE
2017
REVENUES
EBIT MARGIN
BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

2018

2020

GUIDANCE

GUIDANCE1

OBJECTIVES1

~$1.7B

~$2.0B

>$2.25B

~8%

>8.5%

9%-11%

1 Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.
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CUTTING EDGE AEROSTRUCTURES CAPABILITIES ON C SERIES

INDUSTRY LEADING
COMPOSITE FUSELAGE SOLUTIONS

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF
COMPLETE COMPOSITE WING

PROVEN DESIGN OF DOORS

ADVANCED ASSEMBLY FOR COCKPIT,
AFT FUSE AND WING
50

CUTTING EDGE AEROSTRUCTURES CAPABILITIES ON GLOBAL 7000

FLY-BY-WIRE POWERED BY
INTEGRATED WIRING SOLUTIONS

CLEAN SHEET DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING OF COCKPIT AND
FUSELAGE

COMPOSITE HORIZONTAL
STABILIZER
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GROWING MOMENTUM ON KEY VALUE STREAMS

DRIVE GROWTH THROUGH
C SERIES & GLOBAL 7000
RAMP-UP

CONTINUE PRODUCTIVITY
AND EFFICIENCY INITIATIVES

FUEL AFTERMARKET
STRATEGY
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TRANSFORMATION

TRANSFORMATION
HITTING ITS STRIDE
JIM VOUNASSIS

CHIEF TRANSFORMATION AND PROCUREMENT OFFICER

KEY TRANSFORMATION WORKSTREAMS

TRANSFORMATION HALF-TIME REPORT
CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE

KEY PROGRESS INDICATORS

MANUFACTURING EFFICIENCY & FOOTPRINT
ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY & GLOBAL WORKSHARE

EBIT PER EMPLOYEE
AIRCRAFT UNIT COST

PARTNERS
SUPPLIER BOM
INDIRECT GOODS & SERVICES

GLOBAL WORKSHARE MANPOWER
INDIRECT SPEND

WORKING CAPITAL

SOLID MOMENTUM DELIVERING TRANSFORMATION
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TRANSFORMATION SUPPORTING FURTHER MARGIN EXPANSION
2015

2017
GUIDANCE

2020

OBJECTIVES1

EBIT MARGIN / EBIT
BEFORE SPECIAL ITEMS

BT

5.6%

~8.0%

>9%

BBA

4.4%

~8.0%

8%-10%

UP TO +200 BPS

BAES

5.8%

~8.0%

9%-11%

UP TO +300 BPS

BCA

($170M)

($400M)

BREAKEVEN

+100 BPS

LEARNING CURVE

GENERATING SUSTAINABLE VALUE THROUGH PROCESS OPTIMIZATION
1 Starting in FY 2018, financial guidance and objectives are under IFRS15. 2020 objectives reflect deconsolidation of the C Series program.
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation. For further information on non-GAAP measures used on this slide refer to our disclosure regarding non-GAAP measures at the beginning of this presentation.
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PROGRAM RAMP-UPS ABSORBED IN CURRENT INVENTORY LEVELS
TARGETING
~ 0.25 - 0.50 TURNS
IMPROVEMENT

INVENTORY TURNS

STABLE
INVENTORY TURNS

CONTINUED
PROGRAM RAMP-UP

NEW PROGRAM
RAMP-UP
TRANSFORMATION

2015

CONTINUED
TRANSFORMATION

2017

ESTIMATE

2020

OBJECTIVE

CONTINUED FOCUS DRIVING OPPORTUNITIES PAST 2020
Note: Refer to our disclosure on forward-looking statements and assumptions at the beginning of this presentation.
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TRANSFORMATION IN FULL MOTION

OPTIMIZE CENTERS OF
EXCELLENCE

INCREASE
EFFICIENCIES

IMPROVE
INVENTORY TURNS
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